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The paper aims to evaluate the main features of the creation and development of the integral cultural space in Europe and the main problems of provision of equal rights in the context of the transition processes in the Central and Eastern Europe. The paper has used the outcomes of the research conducted over the recent several years, dedicated to the diagnostics of the problems of transformations as well as economic and social development in Central and Eastern Europe with a special reference to the development of the integral cultural space and human rights. Major findings show that the creation and development of the integral cultural space in Europe is a very complex and controversial process and in this course various problems and conflicts arise. Therefore, to encourage the creation of the integral cultural space in Europe appropriate cultural policies are necessary to be implemented. These policies may embrace many priorities including: the preservation of cultural diversity, adaptation and dissemination of integrated European dimensions, elimination of inappropriate factors within humanism and democracy of all European countries, provision of equal rights in all groups of modern society. For implementation of key priorities of cultural policies the use of a number of pan-European scale special programmes is suggested.
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Introduction

The 21st century is the age of increasingly developing transformations in the whole world and all spheres of life. Transformations embody the most important attribute of the modern èpoque; therefore, all relevant political, social, economic, technological, ecological and other issues should be conceived and approached as issues of transformations. In the process of transformation as well as globalization a society of a new type is being formed, with its typical new values and striving, which creates different patterns of lifestyle and is confronted with new problems and searches for solutions to these problems.

Globalization processes are very well showing themselves in modern Europe. It is quite possible to state that the key-feature of globalization in Europe is the fact that the integral European society is being born, which creates and builds an integral cultural space as well as integral spaces for social, economic, political, technological, ecological and information development.

Creation of the integral cultural space in Europe makes not only preconditions for basic change in living environment and conditions of all European nations, but also determines the fact that a brand new quality is being shaped, both of the society itself and of each European citizen. On the one hand, the development of the integral cultural space opens a number of new opportunities and perspectives for social advancement in the whole Europe; on the other hand, this process inevitably causes new problems and conflicts, and their solution requires the creation and inclusion of an adequate policy in the sphere of culture.

The formation of the integral cultural space in Europe is a complicated process. One of the main problems to be solved is associated with the so-
called *equal rights*, implying that equal rights should be provided to all social groups, strata and communities in social, economic, political and other areas all over the country, in any region, as well as in public and business sectors.

The awareness of the significance of this problem in the society is important for developing new approaches to the creation of the integral cultural space in Europe and identification of the priorities in achieving it.

The creation of the integral cultural space and the assurance of equal rights in Europe is a significant research problem. The goal of such research may be defined as updating the society by means of cultural policy aimed at ensuring equal rights to the inhabitants of all European states.

The research into this problem should be closely related to the analysis of transformations which took place in Europe because the latter could allow the identification of changes in the area of equal rights. The relationships between the above processes which took place over the last 15 – 20 years can be clearly seen in Central and Eastern Europe. This allows us to state that the problem of creating the integral cultural space in Europe should be considered taking into account general conditions and specific features of transformations which took place in this period.

The paper presents the research results obtained by the author which indicate the emergence of new trends and challenges in the area of creating the integral cultural space in Europe taking account of the need to ensure equal rights to all members of the society.

1. Integral cultural space in Europe and the provision of equal rights: the main priorities

1.1. The concept of the integral cultural space in Europe

Comprehending the concept of integral culture is essential for business practitioners, especially among those who seek to keep it culturally relevant, while increasing sales of products and services [10]. In general, culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit of and for behaviour acquired and transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievement of human groups, including their embodiment in artefacts; the essential core of culture consists of traditional (i.e. historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached values; culture systems may, on the one hand, be considered as products of action, on the other hand as conditioning elements of future action [3; 15]. Culture is something that is shared by almost all members of some social group; that the older members of the group try to pass on the younger members and something (as in the case of morals, laws and customs) that shapes behaviour [7; 13].

Development of the integral cultural space in Europe not only makes preconditions for basic change in life environment and conditions of all European nations, but also determines the fact that a brand new quality is being shaped, both of the society itself and of each European citizen. Growth of the integral cultural space in Europe is being influenced by a great number of diverse factors. Among these factors as very important appear those related to the expansion of the European Union and to transformation processes in Eastern and Central Europe, meaning that integration of Eastern and Central European countries into the European Union not only indicates the quantitative growth of the European Union (increase in the number of member states, the number of their population, overall territories and economic potential) but also qualitative transformation in the entire Europe. By the way, this particular consideration that integration of the Eastern and Central European countries is directly influencing quantitative changes in the entire Europe demonstrates the significance of the factors mentioned above to the formation of the integral cultural space in Europe.

The development of the integral cultural space in Europe, taking into account the situation of the integration of the Eastern and Central European countries to the European Union, is a very complex and conflicting process. On the one hand, this process opens a number of new opportunities and perspectives for societal advancement in all Europe, including the countries of Eastern and Central Europe. On the other hand, this process is inevitably causing new problems and new conflicts, and their solutions require that an adequate policy should be created, including the sphere of culture. This means that identification of the new challenges for cultural policies and understanding of the essence of these challenges, as well as capability to treat them properly, makes their tasks of a high priority in the situation of the growth of the European Union [17].

The importance of the tasks mentioned earlier suggests that theoretical and practical studies designed to better conceive and solve them can be considered as relevant both in scientific and practical sense. The development of the integral cultural space is a striking sign of the contemporary society in Europe, which allows making a complex definition of political, social, economic and technological proc-
1.2. Problems arising in the situation of the development of the integral cultural space in Europe

During the development of the integral European cultural space, in the situation of European integration and growth of the European Union, a great number of various problems related to this development emerge. These problems are very diverse, and they demonstrate a very diverse scale of reasons causing them and a diverse level of their importance; however, it is necessary to consider them, when aiming in consecutive development of processes of the actual integration into Europe.

Among main problems emanating in the development of the integral cultural space, the following can be identified:

1. Immense cultural differentiation among different countries, regions and social layers: the differentiation of this kind is influenced by way of too serious differences within their economic development and social status (there are too serious differences among different countries, different regions, and different social, professional, as well as ethnic or confessional groups or layers, both within particular countries or regions and Europe or even the world;

2. Various ethnic, confessional or social conflicts, were existing in the history and still are present in some secret ways; and the relics of these conflicts: there are many cases in modern Europe when various historically developed conflicts and their relics interfere into the development of the integral cultural space;

3. Disproportion in the momentum of technological, economic and social, as well as cultural development: technological progress and growth of economic well being is very often faster than social, cultural and mental changes (disproportion of this character determines the fact that in some societal layers or even countries a certain inadequacy of cultural and spiritual development to economic well being and technological opportunities can be observed: this inadequacy provokes decline of moral norms, deprivation of social accountability and causes other negative consequences;

4. Too deep cultural insularity seen in particular countries and influencing lack of tolerance to other cultures, individual and group egoism, as well as insufficient capabilities to adapt to intense social and cultural changes: cultural insularity and lack of tolerance to other cultures not only affects the development of the integral
cultural space but also provokes social, economic and other sorts of conflicts;

5. In many spheres of societal development there is lack of administrative capabilities necessary for partnership development and intercultural and multicultural exchange elaboration: the policies in the culture are often declaratory and inappropriately oriented towards the basic needs of society, coming forth in the situation of the European integration and the development of the European Union.

It is critical to regard the problems and conflicts that we have discussed here and other problems and conflicts arising or developing in the construction of the integral European cultural space, when we are working on crucial issues of cultural policies related to further European integration and development of the European Union.

1.3. The provision of equal rights as the highest priority in the process of creating the integral cultural space in Europe

The solution of the problem of providing equal rights is an integral part of the formation of the integral cultural space in Europe.

In equal rights society the values and people’s views of this idea and its significance make an essential cultural characteristic because the culture of the society and the trends of its development largely depend on the treatment and evaluation of equal rights concept.

It can be assumed that equal rights as a value are among the highest priorities in the society. The implementation of this principle in practice shows the level of societal development and the ability to solve the problems arising in the society.

The concept of equal rights may be treated differently. In more general terms it may be described as a situation when the conditions of work and social activity of various people are not affected by the factors not relevant for these activities.

This definition actually implies that when the principle of equal rights is observed, the attitudes to people and the conditions of their work and social activity are determined by the results obtained and quality of these results rather than by other not related issues.

It follows that inequality of human rights is manifested by the evaluation of people and their activities based on some insignificant factors which cannot actually affect the results achieved by these people.

The assessment of the observance of equal rights may be based on various characteristics which can be classified in the following way:

1. The scope of evaluation of equal rights:
   - global, from the perspectives of large civilization, or international area (e.g. Europe or the European Union or its large regions),
   - from the perspective of nations and the societies of various states and countries,
   - from the perspective of regions, agglomerations, towns, settlements and communities,
   - from the perspective of various organizations,
   - from the perspective of various social groups and strata,
   - from the perspective of the family and relatives,
   - from the perspective of an individual;

2. Biological, biosocial, cultural and ethnocultural aspects in assessing equal rights based on the following characteristics of an individual or groups of individuals:
   - sex, demographical characteristics,
   - race, nation, ethnical group,
   - confession, ideological, political views,
   - sexual orientation,
   - ethical and aesthetical views,
   - physical and psychological views, lifestyle in a physical and biosocial sense;

3. Economic, social, professional aspects and status in assessing the observance of equal rights based on the following individual and group characteristics:
   - financial state,
   - area of employment,
   - educational level,
   - profession,
   - social status associated with the membership of some social organization or group,
   - conditions of life and activities.

These and other examples demonstrate the variety of approaches to assessing the situation with equal rights.

In considering the prospects of creating the integral cultural space in Europe the following aspects of equal rights implementation should be emphasized:

- the provision of equal rights to various countries and regions for social and economic development,
- the provision of equal rights to various ethnic, confessional and social groups and strata,
• the provision of equal rights to people of various professions engaged in various types of activities,
• the provision of equal rights to men and women.

The priority should be given to the above aspects in the cultural space of the whole Europe and Central and Eastern Europe in particular. It is of vital importance for solving various problems associated with European integration and expansion of the European Union.

2. Transformations in the Central and Eastern Europe and the provision of equal rights

2.1. Transformations in the Central and Eastern Europe as a system of complex factors

Modern science understands transformations generally as changes, testifying a certain object or system to have acquired a new shape or a new state. This approach is rather universal and can find a great deal of evidence in many scientific studies [1; 2; 5; 6; 8; 9; 14; 21; 22].

Incidentally, this concept is akin to the studies examining economic transformations, especially those showing transition from the close plan economy towards the open and liberal market economy [11; 12; 16; 19; 20].

Transformations in Central and Eastern Europe, as well as processes of the development of the European Union, have been analysed at a very broad and detailed extent. A very broad panorama of changes in the entire, especially in Central and Eastern, Europe, has been given in scientific publications, dedicated to the transformations [11; 12; 16]. It is also worthwhile mentioning that within the majority of scientific writings on transformations in Central and Eastern Europe a certain one-sided emphasis can be observed. Unfortunately, transformations in Central and Eastern Europe are frequently perceived as an exclusive transfer of Western expertise (especially, the expertise of Western Europe) to Central and Eastern Europe: in these cases transformations are understood as promotion and implementation of the Western lifestyles in the East, and the plain adaptation of these standards, applying local specificity of the Central and Eastern European countries. Importantly, in many cases the following factor is ignored - transformations in Central and Eastern Europe, and the development of the European Union make great influence on the entire European Union, and is a crucial factor for the changes both in Western Europe and the whole world [19; 20].

Transformations in Central and Eastern Europe should be perceived as a part of a complex process, involving transformations in the entire Europe and the entire world. Main elements of this complex process are the following:

• transformations, marking the "exit" of the Central and Eastern European countries from the close non-democratic system of the plan economy; these transformations that occurred over the last 10-15 years, showed readiness of Central and Eastern European countries to join the Western world and "take over" the expertise of the Western world,
• transformations, marking the "entrance" of the Central and Eastern European countries to the European Union, their adaptation to further development in the integral space of the European Union, as well as adaptation of the entire European Union to the new environment; these currently undergoing transformations, show common changes within the increased space of the European Union.
• this approach lets us conclude that development of the integral cultural, as well as political, economic, informational and other space in Europe embraces several key stages, including:
• transformations in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, prior to the integration of these countries to the European Union,
• transformations in the entire European Union, especially in the Central and Eastern European countries that have newly entered the Union (these transformations are intensely happening there).

A significant feature of the transformations which took place in Central and Eastern Europe is associated with the changes in the area of equal rights. These changes have some conflicting aspects as follows: on the one hand, in the transition period the situation in the area of equal rights was improved because the problems associated with their absence in the time preceding the transformation were solved in many fields; on the other hand, new problems arose in the area of equal rights in the period of transition. These problems indicate the conflicting character of transformations and are also associated with the complicated integration processes in Europe and the expansion of the European Union.

An effective approach to solving newly arising problems in the area of equal rights is the develop-
The qualitative changes have taken place in the political, economic and social life of the countries of Eastern and Central Europe due to a sudden character of changes often accompanied by instability.

3. Moreover, the complexity of transitions in these countries manifests itself in versatile effects on various sides of life, which may be controversially assessed, because the results of the changes are not definitely outlined. The uneven character of transitions, implying that social changes often take place as a leap forward from one quality to another. These leaps are also characterized by profound and sudden changes. It is important to note that in the period of transition the society may experience shocks, when the traditional values and priorities are suddenly rejected, being replaced with some new values, of which the people have only superficial knowledge not being ready to adopt them. In the transition period, the formation of some political, social, economic, cultural and ideological vacuum is usually observed in the countries of Eastern and Central Europe due to a sudden character of changes often accompanied by instability.

4. Simultaneous and controversial character of transitions, meaning that different transitions may and do take place simultaneously, being, however, conflicting and imbalanced. As a result, the situation arises when one kind of transition is contrary to the others, which in turn may cause problems and even stresses in the society. The experience of the states of Eastern and Central Europe provides a lot of examples of controversial transitions, when, say, social and economic changes contradict the political transitions, while the changes taking place in some countries of Eastern and Central Europe do not conform with the transitions occurring in other states or regions of the same territory. Such negative phenomena, hampering the advance of the above states, call for the idea of harmonizing the transitions of controversial character, implying balancing of different changes.

5. The innovative character of transitions, meaning that any transition accumulates some novelty. In the transition period, the innovative potential is intensely developed by providing the conditions for innovative activities. The novel character of transitions may be expressed in two ways: first, the conditions are created for adapting well – known models and solutions to some situation in a new way. In this case, they are considered to be innovative. Second, completely new, previously unknown models and solutions are made. In this
case, these newly created patterns, having no analogues, are considered to be the innovations. The development of two types of novelties in the transition period emphasizes the importance of innovative activities for the countries of Eastern and Central Europe.

6. *A positive character of transitions*, implying that transitions yield positive results in most cases. In spite of the fact, that both positive and negative results are actually obtained in the conditions of transition, the predominance of positive results is a particular feature of transitions.

7. *The idealistic and disappointing character of transitions*, meaning that this period is characterized by the recurrence of “searching for the ideals – disappointment” cycles. The above cyclicity shows that at the beginning of transition the solution of urgent problems is usually associated with the achievement of certain ideals, while later the period of disappointment both in the very ideals and in the transition itself and its outcome, follows. For example, in the transition period in the countries of Eastern and Central Europe it was much expected from democratization and free market development. However, later the community was much disappointed with the results obtained. At the same time, the cycles of “idealization – disappointment” demonstrate the maturing of the society in the course of transition as well as its adaptability to actual environment.

8. *Openness* in the period of transitions, meaning that the tradition of openness, publicity and “transparency” becomes established, making it possible to develop democracy and free market economy. However, it is evident that the patterns of “the open society” being formed in the countries of Eastern and Central Europe do not completely conform the long – standing traditions of openness existing in Western countries, especially in Europe. Nevertheless, the developing tendency of openness in the states of Eastern and Central Europe is generally considered as one of the major development trends in the transition period.

9. *Harmonization of objective and subjective elements*, implying that the character and orientation of transitions largely depend on a number of objective factors characterizing the objectively existing background of political, social and economic transformations as well as on subjective elements, reflecting personal interests, influence and lobbyist activities of various subjects (i.e. individuals, groups of people of various levels, clans, etc.). The above objective and subjective elements are characterized by certain degree of coordination and harmonization, therefore the harmony of these two factors should be considered as naturally determined phenomenon of the development of Eastern and Central European countries in the transition period. It should be noted that subjective factors play particularly important role: the interests of individual persons, groups of people of various levels, clans, etc. have a considerable effect on the political, social and economic development of these countries.

10. *Integrity and comparable character of transitions on a world scale*, meaning that local transitions are integrated into the higher – level transition systems. This indicates that the above transitions are of an international character, promoting the process of globalization as well as internationalization of political, social and economic development and demonstrating that they are comparable and can be coordinated at an international level. It may be stated that the transitions taking place in the countries of Eastern and Central Europe are of paramount importance for their integration into the global and international political, social, economic, cultural and information structures, as well as being a factor contributing to the convergence of the mentality and lifestyles of the inhabitants of various countries.

11. *The resonance factor*, conditioning that transition of various origin and nature could coincide in time. Therefore, the community has to endure a heavy burden of a number of transitions taking place simultaneously. The phenomenon of resonance indicates itself as the timing of political, social and economic changes causing a heavy burden on the community, which in turn may threaten its safety and stability.

The above – listed appropriate phenomena show general trends of transitions, which are universal and similar in all the states of Eastern and Central Europe. Along with these major trends some specific features may be observed in political, social and economic development of particular countries or groups of countries. The above trends are particularly characteristic of transitions taking place in the Baltic countries, including Lithuania. The Baltic region is specific in many ways; therefore the transitions taking place in it may be considered a specific case of conformity to natural laws.

The following features of transitions may be specially mentioned as mostly characteristic of the Baltic States, including Lithuania:

1. *Higher resonance of transitions*, implying that in the Baltic States some additional transitions
associated with regaining independence and forming new modern states as well as the priority of integration into the Western system took place alongside the political, social and economic transitions characteristic of other countries of Eastern and Central Europe. This means that the transition resonance in the Baltic states was caused not only by the democratization of market relations common to Eastern and Central European countries, but also by the transitions associated with very rapid development of new national states and their integration into the Western system. Thus, transitions in the Baltic States were more diverse and extensive than those taking place in other countries of Eastern and Central Europe. Therefore, it may be stated that the higher transition resonance is a major characteristic feature of the Baltic region.

2. The conflicting character of national priorities and regional integration and internationalization trends, indicating that two opposite as well as mutually complementary tendencies are developed in the Baltic States. On the one hand, national businesses are seeking autonomy, even closeness and self-isolation, trying to get established on the national market by the exclusive right. On the other hand, the tendency of integration of the whole Baltic region and the cooperation of three Baltic States in political, social and economic areas is constantly growing. Though three Baltic States often compete with each other, more and more possibilities are revealed to pursue the unified policy of cultural, economic and information development.

Needless to say, that some more specific features of transitions taking place in the Baltic States may be identified. Undoubtedly, they may refer to one of these countries, for example, Lithuania. The transitions taking place only in one of the states may be referred to as individual features characterizing the development of a particular state.

Thus, the analysis of individual features of transitions taking place in Lithuania enables us to determine the effect of various geographical characteristics (e.g. configuration of neighbouring countries, exceptional geographic position of Kaliningrad region and the like) on their development. Some other individual and specific factors also influence the transition processes in Lithuania. Among them are cultural and historical features (e.g. the influence of the Catholic ethics, the development of Lithuanian state and the formation of Lithuanian nation, urbanization, the location of agricultural zones, etc.).

The specific features of transitions taking place in Lithuania complete a general system of naturally determined trends of development in the periods of transformations. The proper understanding of these phenomena helps to improve the political, cultural, social and economic life.

Modern political, economic and social development in Lithuania and other countries of the Central and Eastern Europe can be defined by several features. One of the most significant among them is inclination towards real liberalization, which can be observed in the steadily decreasing role of the states in economic regulation: the pace and trends of economic growth in Central and Eastern Europe gradually becomes determined by the initiatives, aptness and trends in the international market conjuncture of the local and foreign economic subjects rather than political decisions and activities of the Central and Eastern European states.

What is more, liberalization in the countries of Central and Eastern European countries is unique by reason of certain circumstances that had not had historic comparisons in the global practice.

There are some specific factors of liberalization in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. The first factor among them is specific image of the state importance, which has developed historically in the Central and Eastern Europe, portraying outcomes of the previous social and economic growth. The market relations in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe had been started to set up quite recently, besides, the circumstances and historical background for these relations are completely different from those of modern Western countries. In the West, market relations were undergoing their evolution under the gradual development of the industrial and post-industrial society, considering that in the Central and Eastern Europe novel market relations developed very rapidly and unevenly. In fact, market economy in the countries of the Central and Eastern Europe started developing just 12-15 years ago, in the end of the last century, when the industrial and post-industrial society had been already created, and enormous economic and especially industrial potential had been accumulated; by the way, this potential reached rather high technological level for that époque and held orientations towards the influence of science-driven production and modern industries and technologies. This economic potential developed based on centralized plan system, consequently, in the countries of the Central and Eastern Europe the tradition of the absolute role of the state in the economic development was formed: histori-
cally nobody else but the state played the most important role in the economic growth. Importance and absolutism of the centralized plan system and the state role in economic development was embodied in the Central and Eastern Europe in the long-lasting and deep-rooted tradition, therefore, this tradition inevitably influenced economic growth of the country and afterwards, when the outdated plan system collapsed quite unexpectedly. This means that when market relations started developing 12 – 15 years ago in the Central and Eastern Europe, this system inherited certain relics of the old system: it can be conceived as symbiosis of the economic system of the Central and Eastern Europe both in specific “Western” elements of market economy, and certain state absolutism tradition.

The aforementioned factor is very important for the reason that understanding of this enables us to assess the attitude towards the role of the state and its power to influence economic and social growth existing in the contemporary Central and Eastern Europe. It may seem surprising but even today, after more than a decade after the implementation of the major attitudes towards the market relations development in these countries, in fact, all societal layers still strongly believe that the state remains to be a leading subject in economic advancement of the countries. This attitude is typical both to business community, who envision all their economic troubles and business failures, absolutely related to the state, and on the other hand, to experts of various spheres, who are free-lance employees, and relate their possibilities to advance economically and seek for well being also greatly depending on the state; by the way, conclusions of this kind were made a number of times based on different research results [19]. This allows us to state in the mind of the contemporary societies of countries of the Central and Eastern Europe the role of the state is understood not only as critical, but also as the main factor for their economic and social headway.

The second factor, illustrating specificity of liberalization in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe is the fact that in these countries today there is a serious lack of resources and opportunities to more rapidly achieve at least the minimal level of the standards of development and well being, existing in modern Western countries. This means that Central and Eastern Europe will inevitably have to implement substantially different, if compared to Western countries, patterns ensuring economic growth and rise of well being: implementation of these patterns should guarantee focus of resources and development on critical to each country priorities that should be associated both to maximization of the pace of the growth and to the endeavours to ensure possibly more intensive increase of the value added. It is clear that under these circumstances an adequate action of the state as an active subject of economic development should emanate. This action should address the purposeful establishment of the priorities for the economic development and implementation of the main priorities.

The third factor, picturing specificity of liberalization in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe is that among social layers in many of these countries mentality of "standards of double moral" still prevails. This mentality, which developed over a long period of the reign of the totalitarian system (in fact, by the end of the last century), expresses very popular in society incompatibility of the individual or group interests to the norms of social accountability. There is probability of the incompatibility of this kind in any, even very progressive society, including the Western ones, and this incompatibility is especially distinct in Central and Eastern Europe. This incompatibility sometimes turns into very threatening shapes: it can be seen in rising social and economic differentiation inside societies of the Central and Eastern Europe, evident lack of social accountability among political and economic elite, or dominating clan interests, when working on live problems of the society and its well being. In this regard it is important to note that manifestations of mentality of "standards of double moral" are quite important as a factor that can ambiguously influence the process of liberalization and sometimes bring negative subsequences to the society.

The circumstances, mentioned earlier, as well as some other factors, are very important, when assessing possibilities and perspectives for economic liberalization in the countries of Eastern and Central Europe. It is important to consider these circumstances in the context of integration into the European Union of these countries, especially because within the integrated economic domain of the European Union these countries and their economic subjects experience many new problems; among them as particularly important can be mentioned the problems of compatibility of economic subjects and rise of household well being and improvement of social security. By the way, understanding of these problems in the context of liberalization and ability to deal with them considering the conditions of the integration of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe into the European Union is a very important precondition to ensure suc-
cessful implementation of integration processes and high pace of further political, social and economic development.

2.3. Priorities of cultural policies to be implemented in the situation of the integration of Eastern and Central European countries to the European Union

Integration of the Eastern and Central European countries to the European Union does not only show the growth of the European Union but also characterizes the core transformation of the entire European cultural space. This means that an important outcome of the transformations in Eastern and Central Europe has been the fact that integration of new countries into the European Union gives an impulse for development of the integral cultural space of the entire Europe. Based on this approach towards transformations, two key priorities of cultural policies can be defined:

- cultural policies that are designed to popularize on a mass scale and affirm progressive values of humanism and democracy, stereotypes of social behaviour, as well as lifestyle patterns and standards of moral and spiritual life in the Eastern and Central European countries;
- cultural policies that are designed to guarantee that traditional Western European society is able to consider the Eastern and Central European society as equal and compatible with the norms of Western culture and lifestyles, and the progressive historical and cultural experiences of the Eastern and Central European countries and their elitist spheres are integrated into the overall system of the European cultural system.

For the sake of the implementation of these two priorities on the pan-European scale special programmes of complex character should be introduced:

1. Programmes of cultural heritage preservation, conservation and actualization of all European countries, regions, as well as ethnic, confessional and other groups and layers: the programmes of such kind should ensure that the culture of each country, region as well as ethnic, confessional or other social groups and the layers preserves elements comprising uniqueness of each of these countries in the context of basic norms and standards of the European cultural space. These programmes should embrace a broad panorama of diverse spheres of culture and art (cultural heritage in architecture and urbanism, use of different languages and dialects, visual art, theatre, music, literature and other spheres), as well as knowledge of history and the past, ethnography, traditions of trade and professional activities, traditions of interpersonal communication, community and social life, and traditions of attitude to nature (by the way, a special attention should be paid to the heritage of vulnerable and fragile cultures of nations or groups with small or diminishing number of citizens). These programmes should be developed and implemented applying various means of science, education, mass media, culture and art events organization, and law, economics or even politics.

2. Programmes for integrated European dimension adaptation in various cultural spaces: such programmes should address coexistence of various cultures and their reciprocal harmonization, ensuring universal cultural tolerance and mutual understanding. The central goal of these programmes is to achieve that the basic standards of the European culture become a priority to every European citizen, and within the integral European cultural space there should prevail general integrated characteristics, norms and dimensions typical to all cultures of the European countries, regions, ethnic, confessional or other social groups or layers. It is important to note that one of the core dimensions of the integral Europe is a genuine respect to all cultures of all countries, regions, social groups and layers: this dimension is principal when ensuring opportunities to achieve synergy effect based on symbiosis, integration and synthesis of various cultures It is obvious that all programmes of this kind should connect the whole Europe and the means of a very broad spectrum;

3. Programmes for elimination of unacceptable factors within humanism and democracy: first of all, these are programmes designed to prevent non-democratic and anti-humanistic manifestations; as well as programmes designed to adopt ideals of humanism, high morale, human rights and freedom and social accountability; they should include prevention of such phenomena as violence or wrong habits, etc. All programmes of this kind should be executed with the complex use of the entire potential of the administration of the states; their education, scientific and mass media systems. The program should include in its strategies strengthening of moral and legal responsibility for the actions that do not conform to the standards of humanism and democracy, fight against approval of these actions or inadequate prevention. It is absolutely critical to achieve that within the integrated European cultural space cultural mechanisms should
develop, dismissing any possibility to emerge, show or spread inappropriate conduct. The programmes discussed, along with other programmes meant to be implemented in the whole Europe, could be assessed as an important precondition for creation of the integral European cultural space in the environment of the European integration and the expansion of the European Union.

Further development and implementation of the programmes of this kind should encourage the creation of a new society and produce preconditions for further cultural, economic and social progress.

Conclusions

The central indicator of the processes of integration and political, social, economic development is the creation of an integrated cultural space in Europe that is strongly influenced by many factors, including the expansion of the European Union, especially the integration of the Eastern and Central European countries into the European Union.

The integral cultural space in Europe is defined as a general system of priority values, stereotypes of social behaviour, lifestyle patterns and moral and spiritual standards, typical to all layers of the European countries where the integrity of the cultural space might be understood as the affinity of different systems that can be comprehended as an assumption for association of different cultural spaces into integral cultural spaces.

Processes of development of the integral cultural space in Europe are very complex and controversial; and in this course various problems and conflicts arise, which cause a real threat for further process of the European integration and the expansion of the European Union; therefore, special attention should be paid to the solution of these problems and conflicts.

To encourage the creation of the integral cultural space in Europe, the appropriate cultural policies are necessary to be implemented in the entire Europe. These policies may embrace many priorities, including:

- preservation of cultural diversity of all European countries, as well as ethnic, confessional or other social groups or layers; heritage preservation of these countries; and further integration of these cultures into the overall process of cultural development;
- adaptation and dissemination of the integrated European dimensions in the whole Europe;
- elimination of inappropriate factors within humanism and democracy.

Priorities of cultural policies are especially important for the Central European countries, and for better implementation of these priorities, we propose initiating complex research and diverse scientific and educational projects.

Considering the problems of creating the integral cultural space in Europe, the emphasis should be placed on the provision of equal rights.

The attitudes to the significance of equal rights principle characterize the society and its culture, while the attitudes to this aspect as a priority reflect the system of values of the society. This means that when creating the integral cultural space the attitudes to the value and implementation of equal rights should be coordinated. A significant consideration is the orientation of these attitudes to democratic and humanistic values.

The creation of the integral cultural space in Europe requires comprehensive investigation. The research into this problem, especially in political and administration areas, is very promising.
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